3

MYSTICAL
NIGHTTIME RITUAL
CHALLENGE
3 days to a consistent
dreamy practice

Day 3: MYSTICAL PRACTICE
At this point we have our space and tools gathered up now we can put it
all together into a Mystical Practice that works for YOU!
Good elements to have for any nighttime ritual is something that covers
your BODY, MIND & SPIRIT releasing the day and preparing for the
night.

How this may look like is...
BODY - gentle yoga, stretches or breathwork to move any physically
stuck energy or prana in the body. Doing some type of physical practice
first allows the mind to settle.
MIND - Journal the day or pull an oracle card for inspiration on what the
lesson of the day was or what messages to look out for in dreams.
*Weekly group readings are done inside the Dream Mystics
membership and can be used as journaling prompts.

SPIRIT - Meditation to connect with your dream guide, limbo meditation
as you drift in and out of sleep.
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WHAT COULD YOUR MYSTICAL PRACTICE LOOK LIKE FOR YOU?

BODY

MIND

SPIRIT

MINIMAL NIGHTTIME
RITUAL

ELABORATE NIGHTTIME
RITUAL
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TIPS
Create a minimal nighttime ritual for the days where you
don't have much time. This can be updated as needed but
notice what are the 3 things you MUST do for optimal sleep
each night.
Ex:
3 sun or moon salutations, 5 rounds of alternate nostril
breathing, fall asleep to a meditation
Now for the days where you have extra time or want to have
a special longer ritual this can look like
Ex:
45 min- 1 hour yoga flow, 3 card tarot reading, journal on the
reading while drinking loose leaf tea. Meditation to connect
with your guide asking for deeper message from this ritual in
your dreams.
**Each month we explore a new holistic modality inside the
DREAM MYSTICS MEMBERSHIP with ways to add it to
your daily and dreamy practice.
Redeem your special offer HERE.
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TIPS
(Optional) Acronym your practice and/or write in your cover
page of your journal what these minimal and elaborate
practices look like.
Ex of a past ritual:

P - prep tools
O - oracle cards
W - gentle workout
E - Energy / emotion check (looking at astrology of the
day compared to how you felt)
R - Read
S - Scribe
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JOURNAL
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TAKE ACTION:
What mystical practice will you start with today?
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Save & Share!!

Bonus: Share in a story/post what you completed today
and tag me so I can cheer you on! #DreamMystics
(click image to save)
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Save & Share!!

Bonus: Share in a story/post what you completed today
and tag me so I can cheer you on! #DreamMystics
(click image to save)
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CONGRATS!! DAY 3 COMPLETE!!
You are official done with this challenge and on your way to a consistent
dreamy practice!!

but wait! Let's keep this momentum going!!
Join the BONUS 30 day Yoga mind challenge
happening inside the Dream Mystics
Community!! Use yoga philosophy to enhance
your practice and shift negative thought
patterns!

Plus every month you're a member we will
explore a new holistic modality ranging from
crystal healing, tarot reading, essential oil
exploration, dream work, astrology analysis,
akashic records and more.
One focus each month to absorb the information
and guidance on adding it to your daily
practice.

See all that's included inside DREAM MYSTICS COMMUNITY and redeem your
special offer before it EXPIRES. Let's continue enhancing your daily mystical
practice with a close community of other mystics & dreamers!!

REDEEM YOUR
SPECIAL OFFER HERE >>

